1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

A concerted effort is underway to develop technologies for recording simultaneously from a large fraction of neurons in a brain (Alivisatos et al., [@B4]; Marblestone et al., [@B35]). For a technology to reach the goal of large-scale recording, it must gather sufficient information from each neuron to determine its activity. This suggests that neural recording methodologies should be evaluated and compared on information theoretic grounds. Still, no widely applicable framework has been presented that would quantify the amount of information large-scale neural recording architectures are able to capture. Such a framework promises to be useful when we want to compare the prospects of new recording technologies.

A neural recording technology can be judged by its ability to isolate signals from individual neurons. One common method of differentiating between signals from different neurons is through the neurons\' locations: if the recording technique can determine that the signal sources are sufficiently far apart (by signal amplitude or other methods), then the signals likely come from different neurons. One can quantify this ability to spatially differentiate neurons using Fisher information, which measures how much information a random variable (e.g., a signal on a detector) contains about a parameter of interest (e.g., where the signal originated). Fisher information can be used to determine the optimal precision with which the parameter of interest (the neural location) can be estimated[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}. By calculating the Fisher information a technology carries about sources it records, one can determine how precisely neural locations can be estimated using this technology, and thus whether the neural activities can be distinguished in space.

Determining the Fisher information content of a sensing system allows determining the informatic limits of a technology in a given situation. These informatic limits, in turn, can guide technology design. For example, by quantifying the information content of an electrode array as a function of the spacing between electrodes, one could determine the spacing necessary to distinguish neural activities. Similarly, one can compare the information content of several optical recording approaches to determine the optimal technology for a given experiment.

Here we develop a Fisher information-based framework that characterizes neural recording technologies based on their abilities to distinguish activities from multiple neurons. We apply this framework to models of neural recording techniques, describe how the Fisher information scales with respect to recording geometries and other parameters, and demonstrate how this framework could be utilized to optimize experimental design. We demonstrate the utility of a Fisher information-based evaluation of neural recording technologies, which may inform the design and development of next-generation recording techniques.

2. Framework
============

2.1. Localization and resolution
--------------------------------

A fundamental concern in neural recording is localization, the ability to accurately estimate the location of origin of neural activity. Localization is a primary method of determining the identity of an active neuron.

The problem of establishing neural locations can be split into two separate regimes. One regime is when an active neuron has no active neighbors (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this state, we are chiefly concerned with the ability to attribute the signal to the correct neuron (single-source resolution, Den Dekker and Van den Bos, [@B18]). This can be done by accurately localizing one activity at a given time on a background of noise (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The other regime is when two neighboring neurons are simultaneously active (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this state, we are chiefly concerned with the ability to differentiate the two neurons, i.e., are there two clearly distinguished or one blurred neuron (differential resolution, Den Dekker and Van den Bos, [@B18]). This can be done by simultaneously localizing the activities of both neurons accurately (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"})[^2^](#fn0002){ref-type="fn"}.

![**Localization and Resolution. (A)** In many behavioral states, neural systems have sparse activity, in which neighboring neurons (red and blue) are not active at the same time. In this scenario of single-source resolution, one neuron must be localized at a given time. **(B)** looks at this scenario. **(B)** Two neighboring neurons are shown a distance δ away from each other. Dotted lines indicate regions where we are confident about the source of a signal, i.e., we have a sufficient amount of information regarding that signal\'s location. The signals from the two neurons are recorded by the sensor at different times and do not interfere with each other. When a neuron cannot be localized effectively, i.e., there is not sufficient Fisher information, it is because the signal from that neuron was not strong enough to overcome noise. **(C)** Sometimes, neighboring neurons are simultaneously active. In this scenario of differential resolution, both neurons must be localized at a given time. **(D)** looks at this scenario. **(D)** Same as **(B)**, except two sensors are necessary for differential resolution. When both sensors record similar signals, i.e., when there is large redundant information regarding the two neurons\' activities, it is difficult to resolve the neurons.](fncom-08-00172-g0001){#F1}

Fisher information can be used to determine whether both scenarios are theoretically possible for a given technology. Here we treat both of these scenarios: first by calculating the Fisher information a sensing apparatus has about the location of a single neuron, and then expanding this framework to treat location parameters of multiple neurons. We address localization and resolution in the theoretical limit where the point spread function (PSF) is known, in order to study the limiting effects of neuronal and sensor noise on localization precision[^3^](#fn0003){ref-type="fn"}.

Regardless of the number of neurons and sensors we are treating, Fisher information gives us a metric with which to evaluate a recording technology. Spatial information, the amount of information regarding the location of a source (i.e., a quantitative measure of localization ability), can be used to determine whether it is possible to correctly attribute an activity to its source (or multiple activities to multiple sources). In order to know the identity of a source, we must be confident about the location of origin of the activity with a positional error less than δ/2, where δ is the distance from one neuron to another (Figures [1B,D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In terms of Fisher information, if we have sufficient information to locate the source of activity with a precision δ/2, we can assign that activity to a single neuron that occupies that location.

2.2. Fisher information: general principles
-------------------------------------------

Fisher information is a metric that measures the information a random variable has about a parameter, and can be used to determine how well that parameter can be estimated. More precisely, Fisher information, ![](fncom-08-00172-i0001.jpg)(θ) is a measure of the information a random variable *X*, with distribution *f*(*X*; θ) parameterized by θ, contains about the parameter θ (Kullback, [@B32]):

![](fncom-08-00172-e0001.jpg)

Intuitively, the more *X* changes for a given change in θ, the more information you will know about θ by observing *X*.

More generally, the Fisher Information a random variable *X* has about a parameter vector **θ** with *k* elements \[θ~1~ ··· θ~*k*~\] can be represented by a *k* x *k* matrix with elements:

![](fncom-08-00172-e0002.jpg)

The elements of this matrix represent the information contained in a sample about a pair of parameters.

2.3. Cramer-Rao bounds
----------------------

The optimal precision with which the parameter, θ, can be estimated is inversely related to the Fisher information contained about that parameter. More precisely, the variance of an unbiased estimator of a parameter is lower bounded by the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) (Cramér, [@B15]):

![](fncom-08-00172-e0003.jpg)

An important implication of this is that the CRB on θ~*i*~ not only depends on the information *X* contains about θ~*i*~, but how similar θ~*i*~\'s effect on *X* is to the rest of the elements of **θ**. An off-diagonal term (![](fncom-08-00172-i0001.jpg)(**θ**))~*ij*~ with large magnitude means that the parameters θ~*i*~ and θ~*j*~ are strongly correlated (or anti-correlated) in terms of their input on *X*. This will increase the CRB on estimating parameters θ~*i*~ and θ~*j*~.

2.4. Independence and summation
-------------------------------

If two observations *X*~1~ and *X*~2~ are independently affected by **θ**, then the two Fisher information matrices about **θ** can be summed, as could be expected by the implications of independence on sample variance. This property allows us to easily apply our framework to situations with multiple samples, either by multiple sensors or multiple time points.

In the following sections, we will apply the above properties of Fisher information and CRBs to develop a framework for determining how precisely the location of neural activities can be estimated, and thus whether they can be distinguished. Note that, while we will describe the ability to distinguish neurons solely using spatial information, additional sources of information can be used, e.g., temporal information in optical (Pnevmatikakis et al., [@B43]) and electrical recordings (Lewicki, [@B34]) (see *Framework Discussion*).

2.5. Fisher information: single-source resolution
-------------------------------------------------

We first examine the situation where a single active source of some known intensity must be localized using an ensemble of sensors[^4^](#fn0004){ref-type="fn"}. Here we observe a random variable, *X*, the value recorded at some sensor (e.g., in Volts). *f*(*X*; **θ**) then is the distribution of sensor values from repeated recordings of a neuron parameterized by **θ**. **θ** is a vector representing spatial (and other, e.g., intensity) parameters that characterize the neural signal. This resulting distribution *f*(*X*; **θ**) reflects both intrinsic variance of a neural signal as well as extrinsic factors such as other neurons and noise.

Here, Fisher information, ![](fncom-08-00172-i0001.jpg)(**θ**), measures how much the distribution of recorded sensor values *f*(*X*; **θ**) tells us about the location of a signal\'s origin (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Intuitively, if a change in the signal origin\'s location would cause a large change in the recorded signal, then there will be a large amount of information about the location. However, if a change in the origin of the neural signal does not affect the recorded signal, there will be little information about the location of the neuron.

![**Fisher Information. (A)** A signal on sensor *i* from a neuron *j* at a particular location has a mean intensity, defined by a recording method\'s point spread function and the intensity of the signal from the active neuron. We here plot this mean signal intensity as a function of one position parameter. **(B)** The mean total signal on a sensor, μ~*total*~, is the sum of the signals from every neuron. **(C)** The distribution of intensities recorded on a sensor is a function of the total mean signal, μ~*total*~, and the variance of that signal, σ^2^~*noise*~, which can result from many different noise sources. **(D)** Fisher information can be derived from the distribution of signal intensity values on a sensor.](fncom-08-00172-g0002){#F2}

The CRB for a given parameter θ~*i*~ will tell us how precisely that location parameter can be estimated from the signal intensity. Assuming an unbiased estimator (the average estimate will be the true location), the best possible variance of the estimate is \[![](fncom-08-00172-i0001.jpg)(**θ**)^−1^\]~*ii*~. If we want to be confident that the estimated location of a given neuron\'s activity is within δ/2 of its true location, as in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the CRB on the estimate of distance must be less than (δ/4)^2^.[^5^](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"}

Without assuming any prior knowledge, at least *k* variables are required to estimate *k* parameters, as the system is underconstrained with smaller numbers of samples. In our case, we need multiple sensors in order to estimate a neuron\'s location. If the sensors have independent noise---an assumption we use in our demonstrations---the information matrices can be summed (See *Independence and Summation*).

2.6. Fisher information: differential resolution
------------------------------------------------

In the scenario of multiple neurons acting simultaneously, we are interested in using signals recorded from an ensemble of sensors to estimate the location parameters of each neuron. That is, **θ** now represents the location parameters of all neurons in the system, and *f*(*X*; **θ**) represents the distribution of signal intensities on a sensor given all of the neurons in the system. We can then construct a Fisher information matrix to determine the precision with which each parameter can be estimated. If each sensor recording is affected by *n* neurons, each with *k* parameters, the Fisher information matrix will be *nk* × *nk*. The CRB calculated in this scenario will be most applicable to determining whether technologies are able to effectively record from a population of neurons.

2.7. Point spread functions and signal intensity distributions
--------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the spatial Fisher information, we must know the distribution of signals on a sensor given the location of the activity, *f*(*X*; **θ**). In this section, we derive the general form of *f*(*X*; **θ**) based on the PSF of a technology.

The signal measured by many recording systems is well-approximated as a linear function of the signals from each neuron in a population (Johnston et al., [@B29]; Cremer and Masters, [@B16]), i.e., the total sensor signal is the sum of the individual neural signals weighted by the magnitude of their individual effects on the sensor (Figures [2A,B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We thus only consider linear interactions; it should be noted that the Fisher information framework is also compatible with non-linear interactions (e.g., sensor saturation). For *N* neurons and *M* sensors in a system, in the absence of noise, the signal on any particular sensor can therefore be described as: $$\mathbf{x} = \mathbf{Wa} + \epsilon$$ where **x** is the vector of signals on sensors \[*X*~1~, ···, *X~M~*\], **ϵ** is the vector of noise on each sensor \[ϵ~1~, ···, ϵ~*M*~\], which arises from neural and sensor noise, and **a** is the vector of signals from neural activities, \[*I*~1~, ···, *I~N~*\]^*T*^, e.g., the fluorescent signal produced due to neural activity in optical techniques or the voltage signal in electrical techniques. **W** is the matrix of PSFs: $$\mathbf{W} = \begin{bmatrix}
{w(\mathbf{d}^{1,1})} & \cdots & {w(\mathbf{d}^{1,N})} \\
 \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
{w(\mathbf{d}^{M,1})} & \cdots & {w(\mathbf{d}^{M,N})} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$ where *w* is the PSF, which depends on the location of the neuron relative to the sensor and other parameters of a recording modality (e.g., light scattering). ***d**^i,j^* is a vector that gives the location of neuron *j* relative to sensor *i*. It has elements \[*d^i,j^*~1~ ···\] that describe single location parameters of ***d**^i,j^*.

Combing Equations 4a and 4b, we can write the total signal on a sensor *i* as $$X_{i} = {\sum\limits_{j}{I_{j}w(\mathbf{d}^{i,j})}} + \epsilon_{i}$$

We can write a function *f*(*X*~*i*~) that characterizes the distribution of signal intensities on a sensor. Here, we assume that the noise, ϵ~*i*~, can be approximated by a zero-mean Gaussian with variance σ^2^~*noise*~, so that:

![](fncom-08-00172-e0004.jpg)

where ![](fncom-08-00172-i0002.jpg)(μ, σ^2^) signifies a normal distribution (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). **θ** is the vector of parameters that we are estimating. It can include any *I*~*j*~ and any elements of any ***d**^i,j^*. This allows us to calculate the Fisher information in signal *X*~*i*~ about location (or intensity) parameters of neurons using Equations 1 or 2 (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Note that the Gaussian noise assumption allows for simplifications in the Fisher information calculation (see *Supplementary Material* for derivation).

It is also important to note that, as long as they can be analytically described, all types of noise (of which there are many; see *Supplementary Material* for further discussion) can be incorporated into this framework. This flexibility in noise sources makes this framework especially relevant for neural recording.

3. Framework discussion
=======================

Here we have described a framework to quantitatively approach the challenges of large-scale neural recording and determine the necessary experimental parameters for potential recording modalities. This framework extends previous work applying Fisher information to individual imaging techniques (e.g., Helstrom, [@B27]; Winick, [@B61]; Ober et al., [@B40]; Aguet et al., [@B1]; Shahram, [@B52]; Shahram and Milanfar, [@B51]; Marengo et al., [@B36]; Sanches et al., [@B47]; Mukamel and Schnitzer, [@B38]; Quirin et al., [@B46]; Shechtman et al., [@B53]). For example, many studies have used Fisher information to examine the theoretical optimal resolution of specific optical imaging techniques (Helstrom, [@B27]; Winick, [@B61]; Ober et al., [@B40]; Aguet et al., [@B1]; Shahram, [@B52]; Shahram and Milanfar, [@B51]; Marengo et al., [@B36]; Mukamel and Schnitzer, [@B38]; Quirin et al., [@B46]; Shechtman et al., [@B53]). However, using Fisher information to optimize other neural recording technologies, while occasionally done (e.g., MRI in Sanches et al., [@B47]), is not as common. Moreover, as many of the previous approaches are optics-centric, they generally do not consider the effects of recording in biological tissue, a central concern in neuroscience.

We expand on previous work by considering a PSF and noise model based on recording in neural tissue, and then using a Fisher information-based approach to establish signal separability. It is able to describe the information content of neural recording technologies that separate sources based on location, of which there are many. This information content can then be used to evaluate a technology\'s ability to separate sources. Such a framework promises to be useful in evaluating and comparing novel and established recording technologies.

Given this framework\'s reliance on signal modulation by PSFs, it neglects other ways that sources can be separated, such as color (Hampel et al., [@B24]) or spike waveform. Some of this information could be made compatible with our framework via virtual recording channels, e.g., in time. While these types of non-spatial information are not considered here, they may be necessary to separate sources under certain recording situations, e.g., where the dendrites of one neuron produce a signal within the CRB of the cell body of another neuron. In an extreme case, proposed intracellular molecular recording devices have no spatial information, but could still effectively separate signals (Kording, [@B31]; Zador et al., [@B63]). While spatial Fisher information is an attractive method of evaluating neural recording techniques, it is important to remember these limitations when considering non-spatial techniques.

In addition, the CRBs described here only consider unbiased estimators. That is, they only provide a lower bound on localization ability when there are no prior assumptions about neurons\' locations. It is possible to be more precise than the CRB if the estimator is biased (i.e., if assumptions are made about neurons\' locations, or neurons\' locations are constrained). There is work on Bayesian Cramer Rao Bounds (Van Trees, [@B60]; Dauwels, [@B17]) and bounds on parameter estimation with constraints (Gorman and Hero, [@B22]; Matson and Haji, [@B37]) that could be applied to better understand the capabilities of recording technologies.

This framework is particularly suited to the evaluation of novel techniques due to its general nature; it is applicable to any technique where a spatial PSF can be measured and the system\'s noise distribution can be either modeled or explicitly described. For instance, advanced optical techniques (Ahrens et al., [@B2]; Prevedel et al., [@B44]), ultrasound, and MRI have all been proposed as potential large-scale neural recording techniques (Marblestone et al., [@B35]; Seo et al., [@B49]). With a PSF describing how signals from different positions in the brain reach a sensor (some discussion in Jensen, [@B28]; Smith and Lange, [@B55]; Engelbrecht and Stelzer, [@B20]; Shin et al., [@B54]; Qin, [@B45], and Prevedel et al., [@B44]) and further quantification of recording noise, this framework could easily be applied to determine bounds on signal separability for those techniques.

Ultimately, the utility of this approach is dependent on the quality of PSFs and noise models we have. For some techniques, these are well-described (especially PSFs); for others, these are poorly understood. As models of neural recording techniques advance, the predictions of this technique will become more accurate.

4. Demonstrations
=================

Here, we demonstrate the utility of the Fisher information framework for analysis of neural recording technologies. We provide demonstrations of the use of Fisher information in the cases of single-source and differential resolution. We first calculate the spatial Fisher information of a single source in simple recording setups for several model recording methods. We next demonstrate more realistic uses of the Fisher information framework: optimal technology design, technology comparison, and estimating locations when the neural activity\'s intensity is unknown.

4.1. Assumptions
----------------

For our demonstrations, we make several assumptions. First, we assume that all activity from the neuron of interest, including the noise, is part of the signal of interest. Thus, the total noise is a function of the sensor noise plus the noise of all neurons except for the neuron of interest. In order to create an accurate model of a neural recording technology, we must know how all sources of noise affect the recorded signal, and also the relation between the noise and the intensity of the neural activity. Because these are in general not known, we make further assumptions in our simulations.

In regards to neural activities, we assume that every active neuron has the same activity *I*~0~ (except when otherwise stated), while non-active neurons have no activity, that the neuron of interest, *k*, is active at the moment we sample, and that other neurons are active at a uniform rate. We assume noise sources from neurons are independent, so that: $$\sigma_{noise}^{2} = {\sum\limits_{j\mspace{2mu} \neq \mspace{2mu} k}\sigma_{j}^{2}}$$

There are many sources of noise, both on neurons and sensors, that could be included; these are discussed in the *Supplementary Material*. For our demonstrations, we consider signal dependent noise that can arise from neurons and/or sensors. Specifically, for analytic simplicity, we only consider noise that has a standard deviation proportional to the mean signal: σ^2^~*j*~ ∝ *I*^2^~0~(*w*(***d**^i,j^*))^2^. We use these simplifying assumptions so that the magnitudes of the fluorescence (optical) and waveform voltage (electrical) have no influence on the final information theory calculations (and the relationship between these magnitudes and the noise is not in general well-understood). We emphasize that these simulation assumptions are implemented to simply demonstrate the use of this framework; more realistic outputs could be found using more complex, realistic noise models.

4.2. Single neuron localization
-------------------------------

Here we calculate Fisher information of recording technologies using a single neuron and simple sensor arrangements as an illustration of our framework. We look at three technologies: (1) electrical recording, a traditional neural recording modality, (2) wide-field fluorescence microscopy, a traditional optical approach, and (3) two-photon microscopy, a modern optical approach. These examples are chosen for their relative simplicity and ability to illustrate the flexibility of a Fisher information approach to modeling neural recording.

For any technology, the aim is for there to be, across all sensors, sufficient information about every location in the brain in order to identify a neuron firing in that location. Thus, for an individual sensor, it can be better to have sufficient (enough to identify a neuron, as in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) information spread over a large area than excessive information about a small area. This suggests that experimental designs could be modified to get sufficient information for the required task. For example, an optical technology may have extra information at low depths, but insufficient information at large depths. In this case, the PSF could be modulated (e.g., Quirin et al., [@B46]) to decrease low-depth information (making those images blurrier), while increasing high-depth information.

4.3. Electrical sensing
-----------------------

The electrical potential from an isolated firing neuron decays approximately exponentially with increasing distance (Gray et al., [@B23]; Segev et al., [@B48]), at least at short distances. Here, we model a simple electrical system: an isotropic electrode with spherical symmetry (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In this isotropic approximation, the PSF has an exponential decay with radial distance from the electrode tip (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; PSF taken from Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, using parameters found in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Electrical Recording**. An overview of the modeling and Fisher information analysis of electrical recording. **(A)** Schematic: An electrode records electrical signals directly from nearby neurons. **(B)** The spatial PSF for a single electrode recording, valued in arbitrary units, for an electrode located at (0, 0, 0). **(C)** A schematic for the simple 4-electrode recording system simulated here. Electrodes are arranged in a 100 × 100 μm square, all with *z* = 0. The coordinate system for **(D)** and **(E)** is defined. **(D)** The standard deviation of an estimator for position on the *x* axis (σ~*x*~) for a source located at (50, 50, *z*). The gray dashed line indicates a CRB standard deviation of 10 μm. This 10 μm standard deviation corresponds to a 95% accuracy of determining the correct active neuron for neurons whose centers are 40 μm apart, and assuming a Gaussian estimation profile. **(E)** Standard deviation of estimators for *x*, *y*, and *z* location (σ~*x*~, σ~*y*~, σ~*z*~) for a source located at (*x*, 50, *z*). See Tables [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for equations and parameters used to generate this figure.](fncom-08-00172-g0003){#F3}

###### 

**Point spread functions of recording modalities**.

  **Electrical**                                    $w_{el}(r) = \exp\left( \frac{- r}{C_{el}} \right)$
  ------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Optical: Wide-field fluorescence microscopy**   $w_{wf}(\ell,z) = \frac{Q}{2\pi}\exp\left( \frac{- z}{C_{op}} \right)\frac{1}{\left( {s_{defocus}^{2} + s_{dif}^{2} + s_{scat}^{2}} \right)} \times \exp\left( \frac{- \ell^{2}}{2\left( {s_{defocus}^{2} + s_{dif}^{2} + s_{scat}^{2}} \right)} \right)$
                                                    $s_{defocus} = \frac{D_{lens}\, \cdot \,(z_{0} - z)}{2z_{0}},\, s_{dif} = \frac{0.42\lambda\, \cdot \, z}{D_{lens}},\, s_{scat} = \gamma z$
  **Optical: 2-photon microscopy**                  $w_{2P}(\ell,z) = \frac{1}{\pi}\frac{1}{\left( {s_{defocus}^{2} + s_{dif}^{2} + s_{scat}^{2}} \right)} \times \left( {Q\exp\left( \frac{- z}{C_{op}} \right)\exp\left( \frac{- \ell^{2}}{2\left( {s_{defocus}^{2} + s_{dif}^{2} + s_{scat}^{2}} \right)} \right)} \right)^{2}$

*Analytic expressions are given for PSFs. r is the distance in any radial direction from the electrode, and ℓ is the lateral distance from the center of the lens for optical techniques. Note that r^2^ = x^2^ + y^2^ + z^2^ and ℓ^2^ = x^2^ + y^2^. C~el~ is the spatial constant of electrical decay. C~op~ is the spatial constant of optical decay. s^2^~defocus~, s^2^~dif~, and s^2^~scat~ are the variance of the spread of optical light due to defocusing, diffraction, and scattering, respectively. D~lens~ is the diameter of a lens. λ is the wavelength of the light. z~0~ is the focus depth, and Q is the light flux (area per photon)*.

###### 

**Simulation Parameter Values**.

  **Parameter**          **Value**
  ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
  *C*~*el*~              28 μm (Gray et al., [@B23]; Segev et al., [@B48])
  *D*~*lens*~            300 μm (within current dimensions)
  λ (wide-field)         633 nm (visible light)
  λ (2-photon)           800 nm (infrared light)
  γ (wide-field)         0.15 (Orbach and Cohen, [@B42]; Tian et al., [@B58])
  *C~op~* (wide-field)   100 μm (with 515 nm light) (Theer and Denk, [@B56])
  γ (2-photon)           0.002 (with 725 nm light) (Chaigneau et al., [@B11])
  *C~op~* (2-photon)     200 μm (with 909 nm light) (Theer and Denk, [@B56])

For electrical recording, estimators of location parameters have the lowest standard deviation σ~*x*~ and σ~*y*~ when in-between two electrodes, and the lowest σ~*z*~ when directly above or below an electrode (Figures [3D,E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Generally, we see that electrical recordings provide relatively weak information over a relatively wide area. In fact, we find that, in "worst-case" regions, standard electrode arrays should have difficulty localizing a source within the bounds required to discriminate between neighboring neurons. Given that current arrays generally require more information than a single sample of signal intensity to sort spikes (e.g., waveform shape is used), this is an expected result.

4.4. Optical sensing
--------------------

### 4.4.1. General information

Optical recording of neural activity generally relies on fluorescent dyes that are sensitive to activity. In order to measure this signal, a neuron must be illuminated with light in the dye\'s excitation spectrum. Light is then emitted by the dye at a distinct, longer (lower energy) wavelength, which is picked up by a photodetector. Optical signal transmission is subject to absorption, scattering, and diffraction, which degrade the emitted signals with distance. Absorption of light effectively cause an exponential decrease in intensity of detected photons as light travels through a medium (Lambert and Anding, [@B33]; Theer and Denk, [@B56]). Scattering can affect light in multiple ways; high-angle scattering diverts photons from the detector and produces an effect similar to absorption, while low-angle scattering causes blurring of the image on the detector. This blurring increases approximately linearly with depth into the tissue (Tian et al., [@B58]). Finally, diffraction results when light passes through an aperture, creating the finite-width Airy disk (Airy, [@B3]). In our optical PSFs, we assume scattering and diffraction result in Gaussian blurring (Thomann et al., [@B57]; Tian et al., [@B58]). Our PSFs assume imaging through a single homogeneous medium; in practice, tissue inhomogeneity and refractive index mismatch can produce additional aberrations in the absorption, scattering, and diffraction domains that we do not model here.

In a typical optical setup, a lens focuses a set of photons from one point in space onto a corresponding point behind the lens. This phenomenon can be used either to focus incident light onto a desired location for illumination, or to focus emitted light from the focal plane onto a photodetector for imaging. Photons from outside the focal plane will be blurred, and this blurring increases linearly as distance from a focus point increases (Torreao and Fernandes, [@B59]; Kirshner et al., [@B30]). We also assume defocusing results in Gaussian blurring (Torreao and Fernandes, [@B59]; Kirshner et al., [@B30]).

### 4.4.2. Wide-field fluorescence microscopy

Neural activity in a focused optical system is generally sensed using fluorescent dyes, which require some excitatory light. In the canonical optical example of wide-field microscopy, an entire volume is illuminated (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The PSF for this technology takes the above effects of absorption, scattering, diffraction, and defocusing into account; we assume total illumination so that the PSF here models the spread of the emission light (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, PSF taken from Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} using parameters found in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

![**Wide-field Fluorescence Optical Recording**. An overview of the modeling and Fisher information analysis of wide-field fluorescence optical recording. **(A)** Schematic: The whole recording volume is illuminated; dye in active neurons fluoresces and emits light; the emitted light is focused by a lens onto a photosensor. **(B)** The spatial PSF for wide-field fluorescence optical recording, valued in arbitrary units, for a lens centered at (0, 0, 0) with a focal plane at 100 μm. **(C)** A schematic for the simple 9-sensor optical recording system simulated here. Sensors are arranged in a 3 × 3 grid with a pitch of 10 μm, all sensors with *z* = 0. The coordinate system for **(D)** and **(E)** is defined. **(D)** The standard deviation of an estimator for position on the *x* axis (σ~*x*~) for a source located at (10, 10, *z*) and an optical system with focal depth of either 100 μm or 200 μm. The gray dashed line indicates a CRB standard deviation of 10 μm. **(E)** Standard deviation of estimators for *x*, *y*, and *z* location (σ~*x*~, σ~*y*~, σ~*z*~) for a source located at (*x*, 10, *z*) and an optical system with focal depth of 100 μm. See Tables [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for equations and parameters used to generate this figure.](fncom-08-00172-g0004){#F4}

For optical recording with a simple lens, estimators of location parameters have lowest standard deviation σ~*x*~, σ~*y*~, and σ~*z*~ when centered above the imaging system in the focal plane (Figures [4D,E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For large depth, the ability to distinguish locations decreases rapidly due to photon loss caused by scattering and absorption (Figures [4D,E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For medium depth ranges, scattering blurs the image, even on the focal plane. These phenomena decrease the utility of deep focal-plane wide-field optics in tissue. At shallower focal depths, optical recordings provide a large amount of information on the focal plane, while carrying relatively little information about sources out of the focal plane (Figures [4D,E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

### 4.4.3. Two-photon microscopy

In two-photon microscopy, long-wavelength incident light (i.e., composed of low-energy photons) is focused onto a single point of interest to excite fluorophores in that area (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In order for the fluorophore to emit light, two low-energy photons must be absorbed nearly simultaneously; the likelihood of this event is proportional to the square of the intensity of incident light at a point. Effectively, this concentrates the area of sufficient illumination to a volume nearby the focal point of the incident beam (while increasing the illumination power requirements) (Helmchen and Denk, [@B26]). Like with wide-field fluorescence microscopy, the PSF is a function of defocusing, absorption, and scattering (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, PSF taken from Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} using parameters found in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). We assume total photon capture so that the PSF here models the spread of the excitation light.

![**Two-photon Optical Recording**. An overview of the modeling and Fisher information analysis of 2-photon optical recording. **(A)** Schematic: incident light is focused onto a particular location in a volume; dye in neurons illuminated by the incident light fluoresces and emits light; the emitted light is sensed by a large single photosensor. The black box indicates the space represented in **(B)**, with zero depth being located at the lens and increasing depth indicating increasing distance into the brain. **(B)** The spatial PSF for incident light relative to its source in 2-photon optical recording. It is valued in arbitrary units for a lens centered at (0, 0) with a focal plane at 100 μm. **(C)** A schematic for the simple 9-pixel two-photon recording system simulated here. Sampled points are arranged in a 3 × 3 grid with a pitch of 10 μm, all points with *z* = 0. The coordinate system for **(D)** and **(E)** is defined. **(D)** The standard deviation of an estimator for position on the *x* axis (σ~*x*~) for a source located at (10, 10, *z*) and an optical system with focal depth of 100 μm, 200 μm, or 500 μm. The gray dashed line indicates a CRB standard deviation of 10 μm. **(E)** Standard deviation of estimators for *x*, *y*, and *z* location (σ~*x*~, σ~*y*~, σ~*z*~) for a source located at (*x*, 10, *z*) and an optical system with focal depth of 100 μm. White regions indicate regions where the Fisher information matrix is ill-conditioned. See Tables [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for equations and parameters used to generate this figure.](fncom-08-00172-g0005){#F5}

For two-photon microscopy, estimators of location parameters have lowest standard deviation σ~*x*~, σ~*y*~, and σ~*z*~ just above and below the focal plane (Figures [5D,E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Perhaps counter-intuitively, there are extremely-high or undefined σ\'s along the focal plane. This is due to our simplified recording setup (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}): given the tightly-focused PSF for two-photon microscopy, sources very close to the focal plane of our setup are effectively only "seen" by one sensor. Thus, we cannot gather meaningful information about the source\'s three location parameters, resulting in a singular or near-singular Fisher information matrix. In practice, this is alleviated by either decreasing the pitch of sensed regions or applying magnification to the sample, which we do not model here. We also see a reduced dependence on focal depth when compared to a wide-field imaging setting, as expected (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

4.5. Technological optimization
-------------------------------

This example will demonstrate the ability to use Fisher information to ask questions about the necessary experimental parameters of neural recording technologies. In particular, we will use Fisher information to examine sensor placement in electrical recording. In order to successfully record activity from every neuron in a volume, we must place sensors so that they extract sufficient information about every neural location in that volume. That is, the CRB regarding the ability to estimate the location of each point in a volume must be below some threshold for localization.

Here, we simulate several possible arrangements of electrical sensors and evaluate the information that these systems provide about different locations in a volume. Specifically, we look at five electrode arrangements: (1) electrodes evenly distributed in an equilateral grid (Grid electrodes); (2) randomly placed electrodes (Random electrodes); (3) electrodes evenly distributed in a plane (Planar electrodes); and (4 and 5) two arrangements of columns of electrodes, where electrodes are densely packed within a column, and these columns are arranged in a grid (Zorzos et al., [@B64]) (Column electrodes) (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we assume that noise is independent between sensors, i.e., noise is all on the sensor. Under this assumption, each electrode takes an independent sample of a signal; information about the location of the source of that signal is then additive across sensors. Fisher information here is thus the information the entire ensemble of electrodes provides about a point. In this simplified example, we determine localization, rather than resolution, capabilities, which corresponds to the common situation of sparse neural firing. Multiple sources would necessarily reduce the amount of information contained about individual sources and would be geometry-dependent.

![**Electrode Placement and Fisher Information**. CRBs on the x, y, and z coordinates of neurons using various electrode arrays. We simulate \~ 3500 electrodes in a 1× 1×1 mm cube of brain tissue. Electrodes were arranged in one of five patterns: uniformly distributed in a grid throughout the volume (top row), random placement (second row), electrodes uniformly distributed on a plane at 500 μm depth (third row), a 6×6 grid of columns of electrodes with 100 electrodes evenly distributed in each column (fourth row), and a 10×10 grid of columns of electrodes with 30 electrodes evenly distributed in each column (bottom row). Total Fisher information about a point consists of the sum of information contained about that point in each sensor. **(A)** Distribution of electrodes in the volume for each pattern. **(B)** Distribution of Cramer-Rao bounds about a random sample of 10^4^ points in the volume. Standard distributions are shown. The three columns represent estimation about the x, y, and z coordinates, from left to right. See Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for parameter values.](fncom-08-00172-g0006){#F6}

In this simplified simulation, Grid electrodes and Random electrodes have the best performance, as they sample space uniformly (Grid) or almost uniformly (Random) (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Due to the regular nature of Grid electrodes, there is the added benefit of a guaranteed lower bound for information carried about locations in a volume. Planar electrodes are able to estimate a small fraction of locations very well, but carry very little information about most locations in a volume. Columnar electrodes, in general, have the interesting property that the z coordinate can be estimated more accurately, due to the density of electrodes in this direction. It\'s also important to note that the feasibility of Columnar electrodes will likely depend on the spacing between shanks. As the shanks move closer together (e.g., the bottom row compared to the fourth row), a greater number of neurons will able to be distinguished. The use of this Fisher information framework promises to inform sensor placement decisions.

4.6. Technology comparison
--------------------------

In this example, we demonstrate the use of Fisher information for determining resolution ability rather than localization ability. This example will demonstrate the ability to use Fisher information to compare technologies. In order to determine appropriate technologies for a given situation, it is necessary to know which technology will maximize the information output, and where information will be concentrated for a given technology.

Here we apply this Fisher information framework to a two-source, multi-sensor setup for both wide-field fluorescence and two-photon microscopy in order to determine performance over depth (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). We find, perhaps confirming intuition, that wide-field and two-photon fluorescence perform similarly for shallow sections, but performance of wide-field fluorescence microscopy degrades significantly at a depth of 500 μm while two-photon performs well at this depth. Interestingly, both methods contain a large amount of information not only about signals near the focal point, but also about sources nearby the lens. This implies that signals could be recovered from out-of-focus samples given proper recording conditions. While this demonstration yielded the expected results, this framework could be used to compare existing technologies in novel situations, or to compare novel technologies.

![**Optical Technology Comparison at Multiple Focal Depths**. CRB on the location of the x, y, and z coordinates of a source in a multi-sensor, two-source system. The depth of the sources is varied by an equal amount and the CRB on each of the sources is calculated at each depth (the CRBs of only one source is shown; they are equivalent due to the symmetric setup). This analysis is performed for wide-field fluorescence and two-photon optical systems. **(A)** Schematic of recording system: An evenly-spaced 4 × 3 grid of sensors detects two sources. Sensed regions have a pitch of 10 μm, and neurons are separated on the *x*-axis by 20 μm. **(B,E,H)** CRBs with a focal depth of 100 μm. **(C,F,I)** CRBs with a focal depth of 200 μm. **(D,G,J)** CRBs with a focal depth of 500 μm. CRBs for the x, y, and z coordinates are in the first, second, and third rows, respectively, and are reported as standard deviations. See Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for parameter values.](fncom-08-00172-g0007){#F7}

4.7. Estimation with uncertain signal intensity
-----------------------------------------------

In previous sections, for the sake of simplicity, we have assumed a known, constant *I*~0~ representing the intensity of any active source in the field. Here, we demonstrate the use of our framework without this assumption, using Fisher information to characterize a sensing system\'s ability to localize a source with an uncertain intensity. To do this, we must determine the CRBs on estimators of 4 parameters: the three Cartesian coordinates of a source, along with the source\'s intensity, i.e., **θ** is a 4-element vector. We provide a simple demonstration of this technique using wide-field fluorescence microscopy. As in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, we use an array of 9 sensors in a 3 × 3 grid with a 10 μm pitch and attempt to localize a single source (Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). We simulate a 100 μm focal depth. The PSF and relevant parameters are contained in Tables [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, respectively. Here, we assume active background neurons have an intensity *I*~0~, and we are trying to estimate the location and intensity of a neuron with unknown intensity *I*~*k*~.

![**Bounds on Localization of Source with Unknown Intensity**. The effects of an unknown intensity (*I*~*k*~) on source localization of a given neuron. **(A)** Schematic for the simple 9-sensor optical recording system simulated here. Sensors are arranged in a 3 × 3 grid with a pitch of 10 μm, all sensors with *z* = 0 and focal depth of 100 μm. The coordinate system for **(B)** is defined. The system is identical to that in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. **(B)** The lower-bound standard deviation for estimators of *x*, *y*, *z*, and *I*~*k*~ for a source at (*x*, 10, *z*) with *I*~*k*~ = *I*~0~ \[a.u.\], where *I*~0~ is the intensity of other active neurons. σ~*x*~, σ~*y*~, and σ~*z*~ are valued in μm. σ~*I*~ is valued in arbitrary units and is provided for visualization of spatial distribution of information. **(C)** Scaling of σ~*x*~, σ~*y*~, σ~*z*~, and σ~*I*~ as a function of *I*~*k*~/*I*~0~. Figures are shown for sources at (10, 10, 100) (In-focus) and (10, 10, 120) (Out-of-focus), imaged in the system in **(A)**. σ~*I*~ is valued in arbitrary units, and is presented for scaling purposes.](fncom-08-00172-g0008){#F8}

We find that jointly estimating intensity along with the location parameters of a source qualitatively changes the information a system carries about that source (Figure [8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). In comparison to a system with a fixed intensity, we find an overall decrease in Fisher information about a source\'s location, as well as changes in the spatial distribution of the system\'s location information. As *I*~*k*~ increases relative to *I*~0~ (i.e., the signal to noise ratio increases), σ~*x*~, σ~*y*~, and σ~*z*~ decrease (Figure [8C](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). This is largely just a restatement of our noise model: as our signal of interest outweighs background noise, it becomes easier to locate the source. The lower-bound standard-deviation of an estimator of *I*~*k*~, σ~*I*~, is invariant as *I*~*k*~ increases. It should be noted that our findings are contingent on our noise assumptions: should real-world noise deviate from these assumptions, the scaling properties of these results will also change.

5. Demonstrations discussion
============================

We have demonstrated how the Fisher information framework can be applied to neural recording technologies, and have demonstrated possible applications of this framework including determining optimal technology design and comparing technologies under differing recording conditions. In these demonstrations, interesting findings emerged, some of which confirm experimental knowledge. For instance, (1) when using columnar electrodes, increasing the spacing between electrode shanks leads to a very large fall-off in the number of neurons that can be recorded. (2) For shallow recording depths, wide-field and two-photon microscopy have similar performance capabilities, but at larger depths two-photon microscopy becomes significantly better. (3) When the intensity of a neuron\'s activity is unknown, it becomes more difficult to estimate that neuron\'s location.

We made several simplifications regarding neural activity, noise, and recording technologies when demonstrating the use of the Fisher information framework. However, these approximations were useful in demonstrating a unifying view over recording methodologies in a single paper. Moreover, much is still experimentally unknown about noise sources and their relation to neural activity. While our demonstrations cannot give precise predictions about the capabilities of recording technologies, they demonstrate general scaling properties of the technologies, as well as illustrate situations in which the framework could be useful with more detailed models of neural recording.

A first simplification is that our demonstrations used approximate models of how neurons and noise affect sensor signals. Our demonstrations (except the last one) showed how we could use recording channels to identify the location of a fixed, known, activity. In practice these activities fluctuate over time, and can differ based on the type of neuron. As shown in our final demonstration, not knowing the intensity of neural activity worsens location estimation ability. In addition, we assumed that the effects of neural activity are linearly combined into the sensor signal. In practice, non-linear effects such as sensor saturation may be important. Both can be incorporated into a Fisher information-based framework, although neither are treated here. Perhaps the largest simplification, the various noise sources were approximated by a simple function that ignores many potential sources of noise (see *Supplementary Material*). A comprehensive model of how noise affects neurons and sensors does not yet exist. Further research in this area will yield more informative results.

Second, we asked how we could use simplified models of recording systems to estimate the locations of neurons. For example, for optical recordings we assumed scattering through homogenous tissue, and for electrical recordings we ignored the filtering properties of electrodes. There exists a rich literature of modeling optical and electrical systems that could allow better models of recording modalities (e.g., Theer and Denk, [@B56]; CamuÃ-Mesa and Quiroga, [@B10]); incorporating these models into the framework may alleviate some of the concerns over oversimplification, and may even provide a framework for validating those models.

In order to calculate the Fisher information contained by a given technique, we need to know its PSF and noise sources. When a technology is developed, experimentally determining these functions would allow this Fisher information framework to accurately be applied. These Fisher information calculations could determine how optimal a technique\'s performance is. This information may then influence further design choices.

6. Additional methods
=====================

6.1. Noise calculations
-----------------------

In our *Demonstrations* simulations, we make several assumptions about noise. We assume noise sources are uncorrelated (i.e., the noise from each neuron is independent and independently distributed). The sensor signal variance arises from signal dependent noise, with a standard deviation proportional to the mean signal. The signal dependent noise can be on all background neurons and/or on the sensor. As the mean activity is *I*~0~, the standard deviation of the activity is α · *I*~0~, where α is a constant. The activity that reaches the sensor *i* (the signal) from a given neuron *j* then has a variance of σ^2^~*j*~ = α · (*I*~0~ · *w*(***d**^i,j^*))^2^. As the noise sources are independent, their variances can be added, so $\sigma_{noise}^{2} = {\sum\limits_{j\mspace{2mu} \neq \mspace{2mu} k}\sigma_{j}^{2}}$ (recall that we do not include noise from the neuron of interest). In simulations with two neurons of interest, we do not include noise from both neurons. We assume that neurons are uniformly distributed across the brain with density ρ~*space*~ and that all neurons have the same probability of firing at a given time, ρ~*fire*~.
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In our simulations, we set α = 0.1 (action potentials have SNRs ranging from 5 to 25, Erickson et al., [@B21]), ρ~*fire*~ = 0.01 (assuming neurons on average fire at 5 Hz (Harris et al., [@B25]) and action potentials last ≈ 2 ms), and ρ~*space*~ = 67000 mm^3^ (dividing the number of neurons in the human brain, ≈ 8 × 10^10^ (Azevedo et al., [@B6]) by its volume, ≈ 1200 cm^3^ Allen et al., [@B5]).

6.2. Demonstrations: electrode grid analysis
--------------------------------------------

Electrode locations were assigned to nodes on a 1 μm grid spanning a 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm cube using the following procedures:

1.  *Columnar* 6 × 6: Column locations were spaced evenly, 200 μm apart, on a 6 × 6 grid in the x-y plane. 101 electrodes were distributed evenly along each column, 10 μm apart.

2.  *Columnar* 10 × 10: Column locations were spaced evenly, 111 μm apart, on a 10 × 10 grid in the x-y plane. 31 electrodes were distributed evenly along each column, 33 μm apart.

3.  *Random*: Locations on the grid were drawn from a uniform random distribution with replacement.

4.  *Planar*: Electrodes were placed on a uniform 61 × 61 grid in the x-y plane, corresponding to a grid spacing of 17 μm, with a depth of 500 μm.

5.  *Grid*: Electrodes were placed on a uniform 15 × 15 × 15 grid in the volume, corresponding to a grid spacing of 71 μm.

These procedures give locations for 3636, 3100, 3636, 3721, and 3375 electrodes, respectively.
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^1^Fisher information is a theoretical calculation that determines the best a technology can do---signal separation techniques (e.g., Mukamel et al., [@B39]) are generally required to approach this optimum.

^2^While we have been discussing differentiating neurons, the framework itself differentiates between point sources. In this paper, we make the assumption that separate point sources belong to separate neurons. In reality, it is possible that there could be separate signals from the cell body and dendrites that are perceived as different sources. These can be united using additional information (e.g., anatomical imaging or simultaneous activity).

^3^There exists a family of deconvolution techniques that estimate the PSF and use it to obtain a more accurate representation of the original signal (e.g., Colak et al., [@B14]; Onodera et al., [@B41]; Yan and Zeng, [@B62]; Broxton et al., [@B9]). In theory, with sufficient samples and knowledge of the PSF, one could obtain a perfect representation of a sparse signal in the absence of noise. This is not the case in practice, as signals are not only modified reversibly by PSFs, but are modified irreversibly by noise on neurons and detectors (e.g., Shahram and Milanfar, [@B50]; Shahram, [@B52]). In the presence of noise and other aberrations, it thus becomes difficult to isolate individual sources using deconvolution techniques, even when the PSF is known. Thus, it is interesting to determine the isolated effects of noise on recording methods. Moreover, as this Fisher information framework gives optimal bounds on precision with a known PSF, it can be used to determine how close to optimal a deconvolution algorithm performs.

^4^Activity in neural systems is often sparse (Bair et al., [@B7]; Cohen et al., [@B13]; Cohen and Kohn, [@B12]; Barth and Poulet, [@B8]; Denman and Contreras, [@B19]); this simplified scenario may be a useful model of neural systems.

^5^95% confidence under Gaussian assumptions.
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